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ABSTRACT 
Let 2 be a bounded set of complex matrices, 2”’ = {A,. . . A,, : Ai E Z}. The 
generalized spectral-radius theorem states that p(Z) = fi<I;>, where p(Z) and b(u) 
are defined as follows: p{Z) = lim sup p,(Z){l/m), where p,,,(Z) = sup (p(A): A 
E Xm) with p (A) the spectral radius; j(X) = lim sup &(CXl/m), where &J2> = 
sup (II All: A E Zm} with II 1) an y ma nx norm. We give an elementary proof, based on t 
analytic and geometric tools, which is in some ways simpler than the first proof by 
Berger and Wang. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let C denote a bounded set of complex k-by-k matrices. For m > 1, C” 
is the set of all products of matrices in I$ of length m, 
zm = {A,A, --* A,,: A, E c, i = I,..., m}. 
Denoting by p(A) the spectral radius and by I]All an operator norm of a 
matrix A, one defines two different generalized spectral radii of 2 by the 
following expressions: 
(1) The generalized spectral radius p(X) is 
p(x) = lim sup[ P,(~)l{l/ml, 
m+m 
(0.1) 
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where 
,q,( 2) = sup{ p( A) : A E Y’}. 
(2) The joint spectral radius I;(C) is 
fi(Z) = lim sup[ A(Z)]{l/f4, 
where 
We remark here that b(C) is independent of the norm used, that 
p(Z) < C;(C), and that, as can be easily established from [3, (3.12)], the lim 
sup in (0.2) is actually a limit. 
The generalized spectral-radius theorem is 
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(0.2) 
THEOREM 1. For any bounded set C of real or complex k-by-k matrices 
one has 
It is the aim of this note to provide a geometric-algebraic proof. 
The joint spectral radius was introduced by Rota and Strang in [8], and 
the generalized spectral radius by Daubechies and Lagarias in [3]. The latter 
conjectured that Theorem 1 holds for finite sets. Theorem 1 was proved for 
real matrices by Berger and Wang [2]. By the remarks at the beginning of 
Section 3, this proves Theorem 1 also in the complex case. In their paper the 
authors use standard results from ring theory. 
In the proof given below we apply mainly analytic and geometric tools. 
We feel that these are more appropriate and also somewhat more accessible 
to many readers. On one or two occasions we use elementary results of [2]. 
Having given the relevant definitions and stated the main result, we will 
in Section 1 prove Theorem 1 under some rather strict additional assump- 
tions. This is stated as Lemma 3. 
In Section 2 a suitable reduction for C is proved (Lemma 4). This leads 
immediately to a proof of Theorem I for a finite set 2. Section 3 lifts this 
result to the case that C is bounded. Here we have to use some elementary 
facts about convex sets. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 2” = (I} and M = fi X,“. F o 11 owing the terminology in [3], we call 
I, = 0 
the set C product bounded if M is a bounded set. It is a standard result that 
for such 2 there exists a vector norm 11 11 such that IIAxll < llxll for A E Z,, 
x E Ck. Simply choose llxll = sup {II AxlIz : A E Ml, where II 112 denotes the 
Euclidean vector norm. Then sup {II All : A E 21 < 1, where II All denotes the 
operator norm. Also ;(X) < 1. We will need: 
LEMMA 1. fi(Z) = inf sup{ u( A) : A E 21. 
v “7, opercrtor non,, 
Proof We remark first that this is a special case of the main result of [8], 
but in line with our goal to keep things as simple as possible, we give an 
elementary proof. Let fi = 6(C) denote the expression on the right-hand 
side. For T > fi there exists an operator norm v such that V(A) < r for all 
A E 2,. It follows that fi < r and hence j < 5. On the other hand, let T > fi. 
Then i,,(z) . 7~‘~ is bounded for all m E N, i.e., (l/r)z is product 
bounded, and hence sup{llAll: A E (1/7)x} < 1 for a suitable operator 
norm. This gives fi < T. It follows that 6 < j. ??
We need subsequently the following basic 
LEMMA 2. Let II 1) denote a vector norm on ck and its operator norm in 
the space of k-by-k matrices. There exists a constant C depending on II II such 
that for any z E ck, llsll = 1, and any k-by-k matrix A with IIAII < 1 and 
c?igenVUlUeS h,, . . . , hk, the inequality 
Minll - Ai1 < CI(Az - ~11”~ 
i 
(1.1) 
Proof As all norms are equivalent, we need to prove (1.1) for the 
Euclidean vector norm only. Let p be an eigenvalue of some matrix B, and 
u1 < *** < uk the singular values of A - ~1. As B - FZ is singular, we 
have crJ < II PZ - A - ( E.LI - B>ll = IIA - BII and oi < IIAII + IIBII, where 
ll II is the spectral norm. Then Min I A~ - plk < Idet( A - E.LI)I = IIu, < II A 
- BIKllAll + IJBll)k-J. Hence 
Minlh, - ~1 < (IlAll + IIBIJ)J-l’kllA - Blll’k. (1.2) 
(P-T) 
awq a~ ‘=L{!u] anuanbasqns aJeudolddv uv 
rag ‘N 3 u .ro3 1 = jIUxU~lJ = JJ’xJJ $eq~ qnns ‘=~{“x} aauanbas E? asooq~ 
*[g] eurwa~ z$uyu! s‘%!uog 30 aldurvxa ut? s! s!q~. ‘“p ‘ . * . ‘Ip aw q3!qM jo 
S$ihJ3 U JSJIJ aq$ ‘M 3 0t Sp.IOM h_IFLU +J!UIJU! C3.E a.WqJ U h 103 JEqJ q3nS 
r=L{?p) anuanbas B pug uw auo alnpaao.rd uop3aIas aiduris F Xq MON 
('{mu/T)(3:)?! 3 (IO! 
PyJ WOyS S! 31 aJayM ‘[(ZT’S) ‘C] -2 a aas) *s~oIIo3 T > (z)g as~aq~o se 
‘3J!UIJU~ SF M UaqL ‘(1 = jl=vII : M} = M PUE s’3 3 ‘“v . . . “‘V = “V XIIJ9p 
‘(p_4om ~2) (u” ( * * . ‘1) UT S.l&qU! jo (“z/ ‘ * * . “24) = m aw_ranbas aJ!uy e .70~ 
J’v . . . “Pv = “J 
‘asw p!aads B UK sploq (~‘0) 3Eql MOU ~oqs aM 
*paAoJd s! 2 sururq away pue ‘UIJOU Iwl3ads aq-1 pun ur?apqwz aq3 103 (1.1) 
sa@ T = r/103 (~~1) h!Ienbau! aqJ ‘112~ - 211 = Ila - v II ‘z = 28 uaqL 
*,_z = Hz aaaqM ‘,z(zv 
- 2) + v = g asooq3 *([I] oqe aas :[r;] s~o[lof X[asoIa %!uoseaJ s!qL) 
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By (l.l), A has an eigenvalue h satisfying IA - 11 = O(E”~). It follows that 
p(X) > 1, and hence p(C) = b(X). ??
2. FINITE C 
In this section we prove Theorem 1 for finite C by reducing the general 
case to the case treated in Lemma 3. This reduction is done using 
LEMMA 4. Let 2 be a bounded set of complex k-by-k matrices, p(X) = 1. 
If C is not product bounded, then there is a nonsingular S and 1 < n1 < k 
such that for all A E C 
(2.1) 
where A(i) is n,-by-n,. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, for any E > 0 there exists a vector norm Us such 
that 
%(h) G (1 + 4VE(4 for AE~,, XE~‘, (2.2) 
which we normalize by 
(2.3) 
where, as before, (1 (12 is the Euclidean norm. 
As the set of functions { v,}~ , a is bounded by (2.3) and equicontinuous on 
the compact set {x : J(x~(~ < l}, the theorem of Arzela and Ascoli shows that 
there exists a convergent subsequence 
The limit function v is a seminorm satisfying 
u(h) f V(X)> A ~2, x E ‘J?, (2.5) 
and by the normalization (2.31 we can show that V(X) f 0. 
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The nullspace V = lx : V(X) = 01 of the seminorm v is a linear sub- 
stance. As 2 is not product bounded, V # {O}. By (2.5), V is an invariant 
subspace for all A E 2, and dim V = n - n, > 0, so in a suitable basis all 
A E Z are reduced to the form (2.1). ??
Now we are able to prove Theorem 1 under the additional assumption 
that Z is finite. 
THEOREM 1’. For a finite set 2 of k-by-k matrices, 
Proof. In the case that fi<O = 0, (0.3) holds trivially, as p < fi. So we 
assume I;(X) = 1. If k = 1, then j? = p holds, as p(A) is a norm. 
We proceed by induction. Either 2 is product bounded, whence by 
Lemma 3 we have p = ;, or we have the situation of Lemma 4. Defining 
XCij = { ACij : A E C), i = 1, 2, where ACij is given in (2.1), we have 
p(Z) = max{ p(I&) : i = 1,2} 
and 
6(X) = max{ j(Xici,) : i = 1,2} 
(See e.g. [2].> As the ACij have dimensions less than k, we have fi(ZCi,) = 
p(Z,,,) and hence p(C) = fiCZ). W 
3. BOUNDED 2 
In this section we lift Theorem I’ to the case of a bounded set 2 of 
k-by-k complex matrices. As we can view complex k-by-k matrices as acting 
on the real 2k-vectors, we may assume that I: is real. Our Theorem 1 is then 
an easy consequence of 
LEMMA 5. If II% is a bounded set of real k-by-k matrices, then 
6(X) = SUP{ fi($) : 2 c 2, f: finite). (3-l) 
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Proof. We denote by 2,” the convex hull of C U (-Ii> and obtain by 
elementary calculations 
6(X) = $(I: u (-C)) = b(F). (3.2) 
We may also assume that 0 E %‘, the interior of X,“, if we restrict the space 
to the linear subspace spanned by Ze. - 
Observe the following. If Z denotes the closure of );, then (Z)” = (Z”), - - 
and for any S > 0 we have (1 - S)Z"C 2" c 2'. Hence 
(1 - S)j( 2”) qc”) qpq, 
and by (3.2) we infer j?(Z) = fi(%). Th us we may assume that C and hence 
Cc are closed. 
By a result in [4] (Th eorem 33), for a given E > 0 there exists a convex 
polvtope P such that 
P ccc c (1 + E)P. (3.3) 
(Let us remark here that this is not the formulation in [4]. According to 
Theorem 33 there exist polytopes Pi, P, with Hausdorff distance < E such 
that P, c Cc c P,. As the proof in [4] shows, P, can be chosen to be a 
retraction by a factor (1 + k E)- ’ with respect to an interior point 5, where k 
depends on 2’. Choosing 5 = 0, P = P, and replacing ke by E gives (3.31.) 
It follows that 
P is the convex hull of finitely many points of SC, which again by 
Caratheodory’s theorem are convex combinations of finitely many points 
5 1 ,..., cp inZU -C.IfP’istheconvexhullof((, ,..., &,),then 
and we have 
(3.5) 
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Now let zi = *&, where the sign is chosen so that zi E 2, and C’ = 
12 i,“‘, zP). Then by (3.4) and (3.5) 
and as C’ is a finite subset of 2, (2.1) follows. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now easy. For given E > 0 
(1 - E>jxU> < #m’> by Lemma 4 for a suitable finite 2’ c 2 
= p(Z’) by Theorem 1’ 
G p(C) by inclusion 
G ;<o as remarked in the introduction. 
Hence s(Z) = p(C). 
4. CONCLUSION 
We finish the paper by rephrasing the result from a different point of 
view. Let us assume that 2 = {A,, . . . , A,} is finite. Consider a sequence 
d = (d,, 2,. . .> E {l,. . . , m}“; define T,” = A,” -*- A,, and 
s(d) = lim suplIT,,,lll’“. 
n 
It is obvious that fi(d) < fi<C>. In [3], in the course of proving Theorem 3.1, 
it is shown that there exists d such that IITndlll”’ > fi<C> for all n. Hence 
s(Z) = sup{fi(d):d E {l,...,m}N]. 
From p(A) = lim (IAml(l’m we infer that 
P(A,/.. As,) = b(d), 
where d is the sequence starting with si, . . . , s, and continuing periodically. 
Hence 
p(C) = sup{j(d):d E (l,...,m)“, periodic}. 
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So we can restate the result p(Z) = j(Z) also in the form that the supre- 
mum of b(d) over all sequences d is already reached by the periodic 
sequences. This should be considered in the light of the fact that b(d) is in 
general not continuous if the metric in {l, . . . , rnjN is chosen as disttd, d’) CC 
= C Id, - d,‘jnl-“. 
v=l 
We have learned from the referee that Lagarias and Wang [7] have given 
special cases where for finite 2 the sup in (4.1) is attained. 
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